beforeitsnews.com

A website that hosts user-submitted content and regularly publishes false information and conspiracy theories.

Ownership and Financing

BeforeitsNews.com is owned by Temporal Media Inc., a private company incorporated in the state of Delaware. The company is run by Chris Kitzo, a Silicon Valley entrepreneur who is also the owner of the online wine retailer Wine.com, and the chairman of Alphabet Digital Currency Fund, which invests in cryptocurrencies.

The website derives revenue from advertising and sponsored content.

Content

Before it's News describes itself as a “news utility – an internet platform that enables the hosting and distribution of any kind of news, worldwide.” Although the site states that anyone can submit news, commentary or analysis, most of the posts are produced by commentators and YouTube personalities who link back to their original site or social media accounts.

The site covers a range of topics, including health, money, politics, the survivalist movement, and gun rights news. A section of the site called Beyond Science offers articles about paranormal phenomena, such as UFOs and alien encounters. The site also explores alternative health topics in its Power of Belief section. Many contributors post opinion content related to paranormal and psychic predictions.

Credibility

According to Before It's News' editorial guidelines, which are available on the site, anyone can post content and link back to their site. The site claims on its FAQ page to employ a team of editors that vet its website content. “There is no criteria for inclusion on stories at Before It's News other than the story has to be factually true, well written, thoughtful and comply with our Terms of Service,” the page states.

However, the site seems to choose to post stories that promote political conspiracy theories and unsubstantiated health remedies. Kitzo told the Guardian newspaper in a May 2017 article that the site allows users to post any content without fact-checking it, including a fabricated story titled, “Jaw Dropping Shame to America Leaked Pictures of Obama’s White House Residence Will Make You Sick” that claimed to show photos of Muslim objects in the White House while Barack Obama was the U.S. president. According to Snopes.com, the article actually used stock photos from online retailers and a photo of a prayer room at Princeton University.

“A lot of people think Obama is Muslim. That’s what it plays on. Is it real? I don’t know,” Kitzo told the newspaper. “The fact is a lot of people thought it was real or it reflects their sentiment.”

Many articles on BeforeitsNews.com promote debunked conspiracy theories. The site has a page dedicated to the “Obama birther conspiracy,” the false claim that Barack Obama was not born in the U.S. In August 2018, the site posted a story headlined “Barack Hussein Obama: Con Man and Criminal Admits He Is Foreign-Born – Videos” alleging, without providing sources, that Obama falsified his birth certificate, Social Security number, and his college records.

During the 2016 U.S. presidential campaign, the site published numerous stories supporting Pizzagate, a widely debunked theory that alleged top Democrats were connected to an underground human trafficking ring. As recently as July 2018, the site ran the headline “Clinton Child Sex Trafficking Network Uncovered,” declaring, without evidence, that the Clintons, special counsel Robert Mueller, and former FBI director James Comey, among others, were linked to child sex trafficking, torture and murder under a sophisticated structure that included extensive cover up of their crimes.

The site has also published the false story that Pope Francis was involved in a child trafficking ring. A May 2018 article entitled, “Pope Francis To Be Arrested For Child Trafficking, Homicide” alleged that “the Vatican was paid big bucks to regularly funnel children through a Pedophile Ring to Satan worshipping church leaders, businessmen, politicians, and other elites across the globe, including members of European royal families.” The site says the warrant for the pope’s arrest came from the “International Common Law Court of Justice,” which does not exist.

Some articles mix unsubstantiated or misleading claims with fact. For example, a July 2018 article, “New Report: Trump Scotland Assassination Attempt Food Taster Murdered - Deep State Coup Attempt” claims a U.S. Secret Service agent serving as a food and drink “taster” for President Donald Trump and First Lady Melania Trump, “was mysteriously stricken ill” and later died during Trump’s trip to Scotland. Special Agent Noel Remagen did die on the trip, but the Secret Service said the cause of death was a stroke. In addition, according to CNN and The Washington Examiner, Remagen was assigned to protect national security adviser John Bolton, not the president and the first lady. The story also claims that Remagen died “at nearly the exact minute the White House went dark while President Trump was ‘pledging his loyalty’ to his intelligence services. This appears to reference a real incident on July 17, 2018, when...
Lights went off at the White House as Trump was saying he has “full faith in our intelligence agencies.”

Stories in the site’s Health section have promoted unsubstantiated cancer cures and false information about the disease. A three-page January 2019 article titled “How to Cure Cancer & Diseases by Alkalizing Your Body (No Disease Can Exist in an Alkaline Environment)” claims on its first page that “cancer is not a cell, but a poisonous acidic liquid.” This does not fit the U.S. National Cancer Institute’s definition of cancer, “a term for diseases in which abnormal cells divide without control and can invade nearby tissues.” The first page of the article also falsely asserts that cancer is “the effect of an over-acidic lifestyle and diet,” a statement not supported by scientific evidence. While it is technically true that cancer cells can not live in an “alkaline environment,” Cancer Research UK said in a March 2014 blog post on cancer treatment myths that “neither can any of the other cells in your body” and that there is no evidence that adopting an alkaline diet with low-acid foods has an impact on cancer.

Because the site frequently publishes articles promoting debunked conspiracy theories, even though its FAQ page states submitted stories have to be “factually true,” NewsGuard has determined that Before It’s News publishes false content and does not gather and present news responsibly.

Although the site’s FAQ page claims that it publishes content from different political perspectives, most of its news and opinion articles include conservative opinion, which is why NewsGuard has determined that the site does not handle the difference between news and opinion responsibly. Headlines on the site also contain false information and present rumors and baseless accusations as facts, such as “Mike Pence Is a Pedophile! Tom Heningham,” and “Obama, Clinton, Comey Believed Charged, Incarcerated, Awaiting Tribunal.”

Before It’s News does not correct errors or post corrections, and does not appear to have a system in place for handling corrections.

The site did not respond to two emails from NewsGuard inquiring about the website’s headlines, corrections procedures, separation of news and opinion and editorial practices.

**Transparency**

Before It’s News does not clearly state that it is owned by Temporal Media outside of a copyright notice at the bottom of the website, which does not meet NewsGuard’s standards for disclosing ownership in a user-friendly manner.

A Contact page lists a mailing address and a general email address for advertising, copyright and web issues, but the site does not provide any information about its editors.

According to the site’s editorial guidelines, authors can use an anonymous screen name. Many posts are not attributed to authors.

The site’s About Us section says that users must pay a fee to post “promotional stories.” But such stories, which advertise health products, survivalist gear, and food supplements, are not distinguished from editorial content. For example, a December 2018 article titled “Voltage Cures All Disease! The Big Secret!” promotes green tea and copper supplements in its first paragraph, and is not labeled as an advertisement.

The site did not respond to two emails asking about its advertising policy and the lack of information about content creators, editorial leaders and ownership on the site.

**History**

Beforeitsnews.com was created in September 2009. According to its About page, the website started publishing stories after the 2008 U.S. presidential election to provide “a way for the people with the news, the sources, to get it out to the world without the middleman screening out all the good bits.”
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